We investigate the power of quantum computers when they are required to retum an answer that is guaranteed to be correct after a time that is upper-bounded by a polynomial in the worst case. We show that a natural generalization of Simon's problem can be solved in this way, whereas previous algorithms required quantum polynomial time in the expected sense only, without upper bounds on the worstcase running time. This is achieved by generalizing both Simon's and Grover's algorithms and combining them in a novel way. It follows that there is a decision problem that can be solved in exact quantum polynomial time, which would require expected exponential time on any classical bounded-errorprobabilistic computer if the data is supplied as a black box.
it may run on any given instance if it keeps being unlucky. (The same can be said about Shor's celebrated quantum factoring algorithm [ 171.) In this paper, we address the issue of exact quantum polynomial time, which concerns problems that quantum computers can solve in guaranteed worst-case polynomial time with zero error probability. Note that this strong requirement would make randomness useless for classical machines: anything you can compute on a classical probabilistic computer with zero error probability in guaranteed worst-case polynomial time can be done in polynomial time by a deterministic computer-simply run the probabilistic algorithm with an arbitrarily fixed sequence of coin "tosses".
The study of exact quantum polynomial time is not new. The very first algorithm ever designed to demonstrate an advantage of quantum computers over classical computers, due to Deutsch and Jozsa [14] , was of this exact nature. However, it solved a problem that could be handled just as efficiently with a classical probabilistic computer, provided an arbitrarily small (one-sided) error probability is tolerated. Later, Bemstein and Vazirani provided a relativized problem that can be solved in exact quantum polynomial time, but not in time no(l0g n, on any classical bounded-error probabilistic machine [4] . More recently, we constructed such a problem that would require exponential time on any classical bounded-error probabilistic machine [ 111. None of these problems were decision problems. Here we recast Simon's problem in a natural group-theoretic framework, we generalize it, and we give an exact quantum polynomial-time algorithm to solve it. This provides the first evidence of an exponential gap between the power of exact quantum computation and that of classical bounded-error probabilistic computation, even for decision problems. Of independent interest are the techniques developed to obtain our results. Two of the most fundamental techniques discovered so far in the field of quantum computation are Simon's [18] and Grover's [15] . Here, we generalize both techniques and we show for the first time that they can be made to work together toward a common goal: our algorithm crucially requires the availability of both these tools.
In this paper, we shall use the term 2QP-algorithm (resp. QP-algorithm) to denote an algorithm that runs in expected (resp. guaranteed worst-case) polynomial time on the quantum computer to solve an arbitrary problem. In particular, 2 Q P (resp. QP) is the class of decision problems that allow a 2QP-algorithm (resp. a &?-algorithm). To summarize our results, Simon gave a 2QP-algorithm for his problem; we generalize it and give a QP-algorithm. This allows for the construction of an oracle under which there is a decision problem in QP that would not only lie outside of the classical class BPP-which was known already [5]but that would require exponential time on any classical bounded-error probabilistic computer.
Simon's subgroup problem
We first state Simon's problem [ 181. Let n 2 1 be any integer and R any set representable on a quantum computer.
Let (e) : (0, l}n x (0,1}" + {0,1}" denote the bitwise exclusive-or, written using infix notation.
Given: An integer n 2 1 and a function p : (0, l}n + R.
Promise: There exists a nonzero element s E (0, l}n such that for all g , h E (0, l}n, p ( g ) = p(h) if and only if g = h or g = h CB s.
Problem: Find s.
We say of such a function p that it fulJills Simon's promise with respect to s. There is a nice group-theoretic interpretation and generalization for Simon's problem, and since that interpretation also helps simplify the notation, we shall use it. Hence, we reformulate Simon's problem as follows.
Let 22 = (0,1} denote the additive group of two elements with addition denoted by @. For any given integer n 2 1, let G denote the group (Zz, e). For any subset X C G, let 1x1 denote the cardinality of X and let ( X ) denote the subgroup generated by X . A subset X of a set Y is Define a bilinear map G x G -+ Z2 by i=l where g = (91,. . . , g n ) and h = ( h l , . . . , hn), For any subgroup H f G, let
denote the orthogonal subgroup of H . For any subgroups
is, the number of cosets of K in H . Note that, for all subgroups H < G, wehave ( H l ) l = Hand lHLl = [G : HI.
Using this terminology, we state the following problem.
Given: An integer n 2 1 and a function p : G = Z; + R.
Promise: There exists a subgroup HO Q G such that p is constant and distinct on each coset of Ho.
Problem: Find a generating set for Ho.
We say of such a function p that it @@lis Simon's promise with respect to subgroup Ho. In Simon's original problem [ 181, Ho is assumed to have order 2 , that is, HO = (0, s} for some s E G and the problem is then to find s. We shall, however, in the rest of this paper, refer to the above problem as Simon's subgroupproblem. Simon gave in [ 181 a very simple and beautiful quantum algorithm for solving the subgroup problem. We now review the main ideas behind that algorithm, but we use a language which is rather different from Simon's.
A first crucial observation is that, given a generating set for a subgroup, one can easily (classically or quantumly) deduce a generating set for its orthogonal subgroup. This fact is often used in coding theory: given the generator matrix of a binary linear code, it allows to compute the generator matrix of its dual. We state this formally in Propositions 1 and 2 below.
Proposition 1 There exists a classical deterministic algorithm that, given a subset X E G = Z ;
, returns a linearly independent subset of G that generates the subgroup (X).
Moreovel; the algorithm runs in time polynomial in n and linear in the cardinality of X .
Proposition 2 There exists a classical deterministic algorithm that, given a linearly independent subset X c G = Z :
, returns a linearly independent subset of G that generates the orthogonal subgroup of ( X ) . Moreovel; the algorithm runs in time polynomial in n.
From these two propositions, and since ( H l ) l = H for all subgroups H , it follows that to solve Simon's subgroup problem it suffices to find a generating set for H t . In [ 181, Simon proved a special case of Theorem 3 below, which gives an efficient quantum algorithm for finding a random element of H; with respect to the uniform probability distribution.
Theorem 3 Let n 2 1 be an integer and p : G = Z; + R be afunction thatfulfills Simon's promise for some subgroup HO < G. Assume that a quantum algorithm to compute p is given, together with the value of n.
Then there exists a quantum algorithm capable offinding a random element of the orthogonal subgroup H;. Moreovel; the algorithm runs in time linear in n and in the time required to compute p.
We refer to this algorithm as Simon's subroutine and discuss it further in the next section. By repeating the subroutine until one has a generating set for H; and then applying Propositions 1 and 2 above, one has solved Simon's subgroup problem. Before this yields an algorithm, however, we need a procedure to determine when to stop sampling. Moreover, a bound on the expected number of samples needed to build a generating set for H i is required in order to determine the running time of the algorithm.
Consider ing Propositions 1 and 2 to find a linearly independent set X that generates the orthogonal subgroup ( Y ) l , and then evaluating p on X . It is thus easy to decide when we can stop sampling.
Consider now the latter question of how many times one must repeat Simon's subroutine in order to obtain a generating set for H;. More generally, given any finite group H , what is the expected number of elements one must pick from H in order to have a generating set for H when the elements are picked mutually independently with respect to the uniform probability distribution on H? There is a simple (easy to improve) upper bound on this value which can be found as follows. Let K < H be any proper subgroup.
Then the probability that a randomly picked element in H is not in K is at least 1/2, so after an expected number of at most 2 samples, we have picked an element z E H \ K , and hence K is proper in ( z , K ) . Since any sequence of proper subgroups in a finite group H can have length at most log, [HI, it follows that after an expected number of at most 2 log, [HI samples we have found a generating set for H .
By the above remarks, we can summarize the main steps in Simon's 2QP-algorithm for solving his subgroup problem as follows. Assume we have a quantum polynomialtime algorithm to compute p. By Theorem 3, we can in polynomial time sample random elements of the orthogonal subgroup H;. We have efficient routines for testing when to stop sampling and for finding HO from H?.
Finally, the expected number of samples needed is logarithmically bounded in the order of the group, giving an overall polynomial-time expected running time to find a generating set for HO .
In our approach, we also solve Simon's subgroup problem by first finding a generating set for H;, and we also use the method of finding repeatedly larger and larger subgroups ( Y ) of H?. However, instead of finding an element in H& that is not already in ( Y ) with some bounded probability, we have discovered a method that guarantees that the sampled element is taken from the subset H; \ ( Y ) . In addition, our method for finding such an element needs only time polynomial in n and in the time required to compute p.
Theorem 4 Let n 2 1 be an integer and p : G = Z; + R be afunction thatfulfills Simon >promise for some subgroup HO < G. Assume that a quantum algorithm that computes p without making any measurements is given, together with the value of n and a linearly independent subset Y of the orthogonal subgroup H;.
Then there exists a quantum algorithm that returns an element of H; \ ( Y ) provided Y does not generate H;, and otherwise it returns the Zero element. Moreovel; the algorithm runs in time polynomial in n and in the time required to compute p.
We postpone the proof of this theorem till Section 4.3. Our new QP-algorithm for solving Simon's subgroup problem follows easily from Theorem 4.
Theorem 5 (QP-algorithm for Simon's problem) Let n 2 1 be an integer and p : G = Z y + R be afunction that fulfills Simon's promise for some subgroup HO < G.
Then given a quantum polynomial-time (in n) algorithm to compute p without making measurements, there exists a &?-algorithm tofind a generating set for Ho.
Proof The algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage, we find a generating set for H& as follows. We initialize a counter i = 0 and set Y ( i ) = 0 to reflect the fact that we initially do not know any nontrivial elements of the orthogonal subgroup H; .
We then compute the following process. We apply Theorem 4, giving an element z (~+ ' ) E H k . If the outcome .difl) is the zero element then we terminate the first stage.
and increment the counter i by 1.
We repeat this process until we finally measure the zero element and then we terminate the first stage. Note that each of the subsets Y ( j ) (0 5 j 5 i) is linearly independent by Theorem 4. Moreover, by the same theorem, since the final measured element di+') is the zero element we know that Y ( i ) generates the orthogonal subgroup.
In the second stage, we apply Proposition 2 on the set Y ( i ) to find a generating set for Ho. This completes our proof of the existence and correctness of the algorithm.
Any linearly independent set in G = Zz can have cardinality at most n and hence the algorithm applies Theorem 4 at most n times, each taking time polynomial in n. Since the final application of Proposition 2 also runs in polynomial time, the claimed running time follows. 0
Simon's quantum algorithm
We assume in this extended abstract that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of quantum computing [l, 6, 101. We denote a register holding m qubits, all in the zero state, by 10"). When its dimension is of no importance, we sometimes just write IO). For any nonempty subset X C G, let IX) denote the equally-weighted su-
In particular, if g @ HO is a coset of Ho, then 1g @ I Ha) denotes the superposition hEHo g @ h). For any nonempty subset X 5 G and any element g E G, let l+gX) denote the superposition I +=i C z E x ( -l > g ' " I . ) .
Define the one-bit Walsh-Hadamard transform
With respect to the ordered basis (IO), ll)), this reads W2 = 3 ( i -i ) . Let Wz denote the Walsh-Hadamard transform applied on each qubit of a system of n qubits.
The result of applying Wz to Ig), where g E G, is the superposition [c$~G). Moreover, for any subgroup K 6 G and any elements g, h E G, Thus, by applying the Walsh-Hadamard transform, the subgroup is mapped to its orthogonal subgroup, and the phases translate to a coset and vice versa.
A classical function f is evaluatedreversibly by the operation Ufwhich maps 1z)ly) to Ix)ly @ f(z)) [3]. Note that a second application of U, will restore the second register to its original value since Iz)ly @ f(z) @ f(z)) = 1z)ly).
Let TO be a transversal of HO in G, that is, a subset TO E G that consists of exactly one representative from each coset of Ho. Simon's subroutine for finding a random element of H; , working on the initial state IOn) IO), can be described as follows.
SIMON'S SUBROUTINE
1. Apply the inverse of transform Wr to the first register producing an equally-weighted superposition of all elements in the group G, 2. Apply U,, producing a superposition of all cosets ofHo,
3. Apply W? to the first register, producing a superposition over the orthogonal subgroup H t ,
Suppose we measure the first register in the resulting superposition I ! €' ) . Let z be the outcome. It is immediate that z is a random element of the orthogonal subgroup H;, which proves Theorem 3 above and implies Simon's 2QP-algorithm for solving his subgroup problem. Now, consider the crucial cause in Simon's algorithm why it is not a QP-algorithm. Suppose we have already found an independent set Y c H; that generates only a proper subgroup of H;. Then, what we would like is to measure an element z E H such that Y U { z } is also linearly independent. However, Simon's algorithm promises only that z preserves independence with some probability.
Our approach to finding z so that Y U { z } is certain to be linearly independent consists in solutions to the following two subproblems. Suppose we have written H$ as the internal direct sum of two subgroups, H; = K @ (Y) for some nontrivial K < H t . Then our solution, informally, consists 1. We give a method for transforming I H&) into IK).
We give a method for transfonning IK) into IX)
where X C (K\ { 0)) is a nonempty subset consisting only of some of the nonzero elements of K.
In the next section, we present our solutions (Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, respectively) to these two problems. From these, we then prove Theorem 4 stated above. Our new QP-algorithm for Simon's subgroup problem (Theorem 5 ) is an easy corollary to that theorem. of two parts.
Of course, we could apply Wg rather than its inverse since this transformation is self-inverse. Nevertheless, it is more natural to think of the operation in terms of the inverse of W;, especially if we wish to extend the notion to non-Abelian groups.
Our new QP-algorithm
This section consists of three subsections. The first two contain our solutions to the two above-mentioned subproblems, while we combine them in the last subsection to prove Theorem 4.
Shrinking a subgroup
If we apply Simon's subroutine on the initial zero state lO*)lO), our quantum system is afterwards in superposition IQ) defined in Equation 4. In particular, for every element t in a transversal for Ho, the first register holds the superposition l + t H i ) . If we measure this register then we will measure a random element of H&. Now, suppose we have earlier measured a nonzero element y E H&. Then we would like not to measure y once again, but rather some other element.
The following lemma provides us with a routine that ensures we will not measure y again. Since y = (y1, . . . , y,)
is nonzero, it has some nonzero entry, say yj = 1. The idea is to use the jth entry in the first register to change subgroup H; into the smaller subgroup
H; with 0 in that entry. It follows then that we shall not obtain y again if we measure the first register in this new superposition.
Lemma6 Let H < G be a nontrivial subgroup and let y = (yl, . . . , y,) E H be a known nonzero element.
Let j be such that yj = 1 and let K denote the subgroup
Then there exists a quantum routine that, for all g E G,
given 1qhgH)lO) returns ldgK)lg . y). Moreovel; the routine runs in time linear in n and it uses no measurements.
Proof The routine consists of three unitary operations. Initially, we apply the controlled NOT operation where the jth qubit in the first register is the control bit and the second register holds the target bit. Applying this operation on the input I&H) 10) produces where h = ( h l , . . . , h,) E H , Oy = 0 and l y = y. Then, if the second register holds a 1, we apply the operator defined by 1.) t+ (2 e3 y) to the first register. This produces Finally, we apply Wa to the second register, giving the superposition in the lemma. The routine uses no measure-0 ments and its running time is clearly linear in n.
The above lemma can easily be generalized to the case in which we have already measured not merely one nonzero element of H;, but any linearly independent subset of H i . The solution is then to apply the above lemma repeatedly for each element in that subset.
Lemma7 Let H < G be a nontrivial subgroup and
(y(l), . . . , y' ")} H a known linearly independent set in H . Then there exist a subgroup K < H with H = K @ (~('1,. . . , y'")) and a quantum routine that, for all g E G, returns IdgK)lgy('), . . . , g . y(")) given 1q5gH)IOm). Moreovel; the routine runs in time linear in nm and it uses no measurements.
Removing 0 from a subgroup
Consider first how much we have gained by using the result from the previous subsection. Suppose we first apply Simon's subroutine and then the routine in Lemma 7. Call this combined routine A'. Given a linearly independent set {y(l), . . . , Y (~) } C H;, routine A' produces, on the input 10") 10, Om), the superposition Here K is given as in Lemma 7. Thus, for every t in a transversal TO for Ho, we hold the superposition Iq5tK) in the first register. By Lemma 7, if we measure the first register, we cannot obtain a previously known element of H;. Neither can we obtain a nonzero element that is a linear combination of known elements. Nevertheless, it remains possible that we obtain the zero element.
In this subsection, we show how to avoid measuring the zero element. This solves the second subproblem mentioned at the end of Section 3. Our solution does not build on a group-theoretical view as in the previous subsection, but instead on a general view of A' as a probabilistic quantum algorithm that succeeds with some bounded probability.
We say that a state in the superposition IQ') is good if it contains a nonzero element in the first register. States that are not good are said to be bad. The success probability of A' is the probability that we measure a good state by measuring the first register of the system. If K = (0) is the trivial subgroup then the success probability of A' is clearly zero. Otherwise, A' succeeds with probability 1l/k where k = IK(1 is the order of K . Thus, we can initially distinguish between these two cases with high probability, but not with certainty. Our result in this subsection is a method to encapsulate A' in a larger quantum algorithm that succeeds with certainty provided K # (0) (see Theorem 4 for an example). To obtain this, consider first the more general problem of improving the success probability of a probabilistic quantum algorithm, formulated as follows.
Suppose we are given a quantum algorithm A that on input 10) returns some superposition IQ) = CiEr li)l$i) for some finite index set I C Z. Suppose also that I can be written as the disjunct sum of two sets A and B where A corresponds to the "good" solutions and B to the "bad" solutions, and suppose we are given a quantum algorithm to compute the characteristic function x = X A : I + ( 0 , l ) of A. Let [A) = CiEA li)l$i) denote the superposition of good solutions, and IB) = CiEB li) I$i) the superposition of bad solutions. Write IQ) = IA) + IB). Let a = (AIA) denote the probability that we measure a good solution, and similarly let b = (BIB). Note that (AIB) = 0 and hence a + b = l .
Using a generalization of the technique in Grover's algorithm [ 151, we encapsulate A in a larger quantum algorithm G! such that the probability that Q returns a good solution is significantly better compared to the probability that A returns a good solution. In [9] , it is shown that if A = Wz is the Walsh-Hadamardtransform and the probability of success of A is exactly one quarter (a = 1/4) then Q can be constructed such that it succeeds with certainty.
For our purpose, we require a similar technique which applies in the case that A is any quantum algorithm that uses no measurements and has success probability exactly one half (a = 1/2). To obtain this result, we use complex phases, whereas in Grover 
IA) = C i E A li)l$i) IB) = C i E B li)l$i)
Then there exists a quantum algorithm Q that on input 10) returns klA) + ZIB) where k = 241a) -1 and Z = z(1 -2a). In particulal; if a = & then the result is (zl)(A). Ifa = 0 then (A) has norm zero and hence the result is 21 B). Moreovel; Q runs in time linear in the number of qubits and in the times required to compute A and U,, and it uses no measurements.
Proof First note that B = I \ A and that IQ) = IA) + IB)
can be written as a sum of "good" and "bad" solutions with inner product zero, (AIB) = 0. Note also that the probabilities to measure a "good" or "bad" solution sum to 1: IS(k, I ) 
Here 1x1 denotes the norm of z E C. Note that [!@(I, 1)) = IS) = AlO). Now, instead of measuring IS(1, 1)) = IS) immediately, we add one Grover iteration before the measurement. This Grover iteration is not the one from Grover's paper [ 
Straightforward calculations show that applying G on a superposition of the form l@(Ic,Z)) has the same kind of effect as the one in [15] . In particular, we have G ( S ( 1 , l ) 1S(22(1 -U) -1, ~( 1 -2~) ) ) .
Let Q be the quantum algorithm in which we first apply A and then G . Then At first glance, it seems that we cannot apply Lemma 8 since A' succeeds with too large a probability. Fortunately, we can get around this problem by redefining what we mean by a state in the superposition IS') given in (5) being good.
Fix an i with 1 5 i 5 n. Redefine a state to be good if the ith entry in the first register is 1. What is now the success probability pi of A'? If all elements in K have 0 in the ith entry then pi = 0. Otherwise, exactly half the elements in K have 0 in the ith entry and exactly half of them have 1, and therefore pi = 1/2. The success probabilitypi of A' is thus either zero or one half.
Consider the set of probabilities { P I , . . . , p"}. It contains one value for each entry in the first register. If K = ( 0 ) is trivial then pi = 0 for all 1 5 i 5 n. Otherwise, if K is nontrivial then at least for one i with 1 5 i 5 n we have pi = 1/2. This suggests that if we apply Lemma 8 once for each of the n different values of i in order to improve the success probability of A' frompi to 2pi, then at least one of the measured elements is a nonzero element of K if and only if K is nontrivial. We prove now that this is indeed the case by giving our proof of Theorem 4 stated in Section 2.
Proofof Theorem4
Write H i = K @ ( Y ) as the direct sum of a subgroup K and the subgroup generated by the known elements Y C H:. Let P = {i : 1 5 i 5 n}. For every i E P, we construct a quantum algorithm Qi that on input IO") 10, Om) returns an element z(2) of K after a measurement. We then construct a larger algorithm which consists of all the n smaller Qi and we show that at least one of the measured elements z (~) is nonzero if and only if K is nontrivial.
Fix an i E P. Define the function xi : G + {0,1} by x i ( g ) = gi where g = (91,. . . , gn). Thus, x i ( g ) is 1 if and only if the ith entry of g is 1.
The output of the computation A'IO")IO,O") is the superposition I*' ) given in (5). If we measure I*' ), let pi denote the probability that we obtain a state 19) 15) with the ith entry of g equal to 1, gi = 1. If all elements in K hold a 0 in that entry then pi is zero. Otherwise, half the elements in K hold a 1 in that entry and thus, independently of the content of the second register of I S ' ) , we have that Consider that we run quantum algorithm Qi sequentially for each i E P, and follow each run by a measurement of the first register. Suppose K is nontrivial. Let g E K be any nonzero element and let io E P be so that gi, = 1 where g = (91,. . . , gn). Then pi, = 1/2 and therefore, with certainty, the measured element E K is nonzero. Now, suppose K is trivial. Then, for all i E P , we have that z (~) is the zero element. This completes the first part of the theorem.
Consider the overall running time of this composed quantum algorithm. Each of the transforms UXi can clearly be implemented in constant time and thus, by Lemma 8, Qi runs in time linear in n and in the time required to compute A. Since the composed algorithm consists of running each of the n algorithms Qi one after the other, it runs in time polynomial in n and in the time required to compute A as well.
0
Having proved Theorem 4, we have completed the description and proof of our new QP-algorithm for solving Simon's subgroup problem.
We end this section with a supplementary remark on the total number of times we need to compute function p. By the proof of Theorem 5, we apply Theorem 4 at most n times. In each of these applications, we run each of the n quantum algorithms Qi (i E P ) defined above. Since each Qi computes the function p a constant number of times this gives an upper bound of O(n2) evaluations of p.
We will show that just O(n) evaluations of p suffices.
First, restate the above counting argument as follows. For each i E P, our QP-algorithm applies Q i at most n times.
Since P has cardinality n the number of evaluations of p is O(n2). We now show that it is suffices to run each Qi at most once.
Consider the first time we run Qi for i E P. There are two cases depending on the outcome ,di). If z (~) is the zero element then we know that all elements in the subgroup K (defined in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4) hold a 0 in the ith entry. Moreover, this will also be the case in successive iterations when K has shrunk further. Therefore, it would be pointless to run Qi again.
On the other hand, if .di) is nonzero then it fulfills the requirements in Theorem 4 of being a nonzero element preserving independence. Thus, we do not need to run any of the remaining Qi algorithms in that application of Theorem 4. Moreover, since the ith entry in .di) is a 1, we can construct our new subgroup K in the next applications of Theorem 4 such that all elements in the new subgroup K hold a 0 in the ith entry. This is done by letting that entry be the control bit in Lemma 6 , that is, by choosing j = i. Thus, also in this case, we do not need to run Qi again.
Decision problems
Until now, we have dealt with a version of Simon's problem that consists of finding a generating set for some subgroup HO < G = Z ;
. In Simon's original setting, this subgroup is of order 2 and the problem reduces to finding its unique nonzero element, called s at the beginning of Section 2. Recall that we say of such a function that itfuljills Simon's promise with respect to s. A natural question is whether there exists a decision problem in QP that would require exponential time to decide on any classical boundederror probabilistic computer. In this section, we give a positive answer in an appropriate oracle setting.
This can be achieved in several ways. The simplest is to note that our algorithm can distinguish with certainty, after guaranteed worst-case polynomial time, between a function p : (0, l}n + (0, l}n that is a bijection and one that fulfills Simon's promise: Just apply our general algorithm and see if it turns out zero or one generator for Ho. (Recall that Simon's original algorithm could distinguish these two cases with certainty after expected polynomial time, or alternatively it could distinguish them with bounded error probability after guaranteed worst-case polynomial time.) In his paper [18], Simon proves the existence of an oracle 0 and a decision problem L such that (1) no classical probabilistic oracle machine that queries 0 fewer than 2n/4 times on input I n can decide L with bounded error probability, and (2) deciding L given 0 reduces efficiently and deterministically to the problem of distinguishing between the two types of functions mentioned above. It follows from our algorithm that L can be decided with certainty in guaranteed worstcase polynomial time on a quantum computer, given 0 as oracle: L E &PO.
Another approach to transforming Simon's problem into a decision problem, which we find more elegant, is to consider an arbitrary function y : (0,1}+ + (0, l}, which is balanced in the sense that there are exactly 2n-1 strings x E (0, l}n such that y(z) = b for each b E ( 0 , l ) and n 2 1. For example, y(x) could be simply the most significant or the least significant bit of x, or it could be the exclusive-or of all the bits in x. Consider now an integer n and a function p : (0,1}" + (0, l)n-l chosen randomly according to the uniform distribution among all functions that fulfill Simon's promise with respect to some nonzero s E (0, l}n. We prove below (Theorem 9) that no subexponential-time classical probabilistic algorithm can guess y(s) essentially better than at random, except with exponentially small probability, when p is provided as an oracle. The probabilities are taken among all choices for p, as well as the probabilistic choices made by the algorithm, but not over the possible choice for y: any fixed balanced y will do. It follows (Corollary 10) that there is an oracle that simultaneously defeats every classical algorithm. Proof Assume that the algorithm has queried its oracle on inputs ~1~x 2 , . . . , xk for xi E ( 0 , I}~, 1 5 i 5 5 2n/3.
Without loss of generality, assume that all the queries are distinct. Let y1, y2, . . . , yk be the answers obtained from the oracle, i.e. yi = p(xi) for each i. Define the event E as occurring if there exist i and j, 1 5 i < j 5 k, such that yi = yj Clearly, the algorithm has discovered the secret s when E occurs since in that case s = xi @ xj. This allows the algorithm to determine y(s) with certainty. We have to prove that E is very unlikely and that, unless E occurs, the algorithm has so little information that it cannot guess y(s) significantly better than at random. Let X = (z~,zz,. . . , xk} be the set of queries to the oracle and let Y = (yl, 92,. . . , yk} be the corresponding answers. Let W = {xi ~3 xj I 1 5 i < j 5 k}, S = (0, l}n \ (W U {On}) and let m < k2 be the cardinality of W . Note that € occurs if and only if s E W since yi = y j if and only if xi @ xj = s. If E does not occur, we say that any d E S is compatible with the available data because it is not ruled out as a possible value for the actual unknown s. Similarly, given any compatible 8, we say that a function @ : (0, l}n + (0, l}n-l is compatible with the available data (and with s = d) if @(xi) = yi for all i 5 k, and if @(x) = @(d) if and only if x @ x' = d for all distinct
x and x' in ( 0 , l}n.
Assume for the moment that E has not occurred. Now we prove that there are exactly (2nm -1) ((2n-1k)!) functions that are compatible with the available data.
For each compatible 8, exactly (2n-1 -IC)! of those functions are also compatible with s = 2. It follows that all compatible values for s are equally likely to be correct given the available data, and therefore the only information available about s is that it belongs to S. For this, consider an arbitrary compatible 8. Define X ' = (x @ B I x E X}.
It follows from the compatibility of d that X n X' = 0. Let 2 = (0,l)" \ (X U X'). Note that x E 2 if and only if x @ B E 2. Partition 2 in an arbitrary way into 2 1 U 2 2 so that x E 21 if and only if x @ d E 22. The cardinalities of 21 and 2 2 are (2n-2k)/2=2n-1 -k Because we have just seen that each elements of S is equally likely to be the correct value for s, the algorithm's best strategy is to return 1 if [AI > IBI and 0 otherwise. In the best case (for the algorithm), there are 2n-1 strings in A and the remaining 2"-l-1 -m strings are in B, in which case the guess is correct with probability providedn 2 4.
It remains to prove that the probability that event € occurs is exponentially small. For this, note that all nonzero values for s are equally likely a priori and event & occurs if and only i f s E W . It follows that Rob[€] = m/(2" -1) < k2/2n 5 T n j 3 , where m is the cardinality of W and k 5 2n/3 is the number of oracle queries.
In conclusion, the probability that the algorithm guesses y(s) correctly is less than
The theorem we have just proven says that no classical probabilistic algorithm can guess y(s) much better than at random without spending exponential time on a random function that fulfills Simon's promise, provided that function is supplied as a black box chosen afer the algorithm has been fixed. Can we find a single function that simultaneously defeats all classical probabilistic algorithms? The answer is obviously negative for any fixed finite function.
Nevertheless, the following corollary shows that it is possible to encode an infinite number of such functions into a single oracle so that every classical probabilistic algorithm is defeated infinitely many times. This exhibits an exponential gap between the power of exact quantum computation and that of classical bounded-error probabilistic computation, even for decision problems.
Corollary 10 There exists an oracle 0 relative to which there is a decision problem L E QPo so that, for any classical probabilistic algorithm whose running time is bounded by on all inputs of size n, there are infinitely many inputs about which the algorithm decides membership in L with probability no better than + 2 x 2-@.
Proof Fix some polynomial-time computable balanced function y once and for all. For any fixed classical probabilistic algorithm, integer n, and function p : (0, l}n + (0, l}n-l that fulfills Simon's promise with respect to some s, we say that the algorithm is defeated by p if it cannot guess y(s) with probability better than f + 2 x 2-n/3 after taking less than 2n/3 steps. It follows directly from Theorem 9 that every classical probabilistic algorithm is defeated by at least one p for each value of n 2 4. This remains true even if the algorithm is supplied with another arbitrary fixed oracle, in addition to the oracle for p.
Define function e by e(1) = 2 and e(i + 1) = Ze(4 for i 2 1. Let Q be an arbitrary function that maps integers to classical probabilistic algorithms such that every algorithm appears infinitely many times in the image of 7.
For any integer n and functions p : (0, l}n + (0, l}n-l and o : (0,1}+ + (0, l}*, let [p, 4 : (O,l}+ + (0,1}* denote the function that sends x to p(x) for all x E (0, l}" and to (~( z ) otherwise. We build the required function oracle0 : (0,1}+ + {0,1}* by stages: O(x) = Oi(x) for all 2 E (0, l}n such that n < e(i + 1) and i 2 1. Initially, Ol(z) is the string of size n -1 obtained by removing the most significant. bit of x for each x E (0, l}n and each n 2 1. For each i 2 2, let n = e(i) and
define Oi given Oi-1 as follows: choose a function pi : (0, l}n + (0, l}n-l that fulfills Simon's promise with respect to some Si in a way that defeats algorithm ~( i ) given [pi, Oi-11 as oracle; let Oi = [pi, . Finally define L = (le(i) I i 2 2 and y(si) = 1).
Note that for each positive integer n, the restriction of 0 to (0, l}n is a function that fulfills Simon's promise, and therefore L E &Po by the algorithm given in this paper.
On the other hand, consider an arbitrary classical probabilistic algorithm A and let i be one of the infinitely many integers such that ~( i ) = A. We know by construction that pi defeats A given oracle Oi. This means that A cannot guess y(si) significantly better than at random after taking less than exponentially many steps on input le(i). But A would require exponential time even to formulate a question of size e(i + 1) = 2e(i) or bigger for its oracle. Since 0(z) = Q(z) for all x of size shorter than e(i + 1), it follows that A behaves in the same way on input le(i) whether it is given 0 or 0 i as oracle, unless it takes exponential time.
Therefore pi defeats A given oracle 0 as well. This happens infinitely often for each classical probabilistic algorithm, 0 which proves the desired result.
Other Abelian groups
So far, we have restricted our attention to the Abelian group G = Z ; . In this section, we discuss how these results generalize to other Abelian groups. We start by considering the natural extension of Simon's problem and subroutihe to an arbitrary finite additive Abelian group. Our presentation is kept in group-theoretical terms and our main tools are three quantum operators defined on the group. We also discuss how our own algorithm generalizes.
For every m 2 1, let Z , denote the additive cyclic group of order m. For any given n-tuple of positive integers (ml, . . . , mn), let G = (G, +) denote the finite additive Abelian group Z , , @ @ Z , , . We define the Abelian subgroup problem as follows: Given group G and a function p defined on G and promised to be constant and distinct on each coset of some unknown subgroup HO Q G, find a generating set for Ho.
Our first task is to generalize the concept of orthogonality given by Equations 1 and 2. For every m 2 1, let wm = exp(21rz/m) denote the mth principal root of unity. Let C* denote the multiplicative group of the nonzero complex numbers. Define a bilinear map p : G x G + C* by n i=l where g = (91,. . . , gn) and h = (hl , . . . , hn). We say that
for all x E X , we have that p ( g , z ) is the identity of the group C* , that is, if p(g, We now define three fundamental quantum operators for the group G. Together, they extend the ideas and the notation used in Section 3. They are the quantum Fourier transform FG, the translationoperatorrt (t E G ) , andthephasechange operator q5h ( h E G), defined as follows.
One may readily check that these three G-operators are unitary. Note that when G = Z; then the transform FG is just the Walsh-Hadamard transform W; used in Section 3. Unsurprisingly, the Fourier transform maps a subgroup H < G to its orthogonal subgroup H I ,
Moreover, the G-operators satisfy the following commutative laws which we state without proof.
Theorem 11 (Commutative laws of the G-operators)

For every h, t E G we have p ( h , t ) Tt 4 h = 4 h Tt FG 4 h = 7 -h FG F G T t = $ t F G -
With this setup, we can give a natural extension of Simon's subroutine, denoted UG, for the general Abelian subgroup problem.
Here, I denotes the identity operator, and the notation U1 18 U2 means applying the unitary operator U1 on the first register and U2 on the second. Consider that we perform the experiment
where M 1 denotes a measurement of the first register with outcome z and where the first register initially holds the identity of the group G. If G = Z; then the outcome z E G is a random element of the orthogonal subgroup H: 6 G by the discussion of Simon's subroutine in Section 3. With the help of the commutative laws in Theorem 1 1, we now give a short proof that this holds for every finite additive Abelian group G. The experiment given in Equations 8 and 9 consists of four operations. As the first, we apply FC1 8 I on the initial zero state 10) IO), producing an equally-weighted superposition of all elements in the group G, Then, as the second operation, applying U, gives a superposition of all cosets of Ho, Here To denotes a transversal for Ho in G. Applying, as the third operation, the Fourier transform on the first register produces the superposition Since the operator $t changes only phases and not amplitudes, a measurement of $t I H i ) gives the same probability distribution on the possible outcomes as a measurement of [IT;). It follows that the outcome z = M1 I@) is a random element of the orthogonal subgroup H k . This completes our short proof of how the natural generalization of Simon's subroutine can be used to sample random elements of H i .
The time needed to apply operator UG is equal to twice the time to compute FG plus the time to compute the function p. By a result of Kitaev [16] , for all finite additive Abelian groups G, the Fourier transform FG can be applied in polynomial time in log IGI. However, his method applies the transform not with perfection, but only with arbitrary good precision (see [ 161 for details). Yet, this suffices to imply a 2QP-algorithm for the Abelian subgroup problem.
A direct generalization of our Q'P-algorithm would require the solutions to two problems.
The first problem is that we must be capable of computing the Fourier transform FG exactly. Cleve [ 121 and Coppersmith [13] , building on the work of Shor [17], showed that it can be applied exactly in polynomial time whenever G is of smooth order. Here the order of a group G is smooth if all its prime factors are at most logc ]GI for some fixed constant c. Thus, in that case we can also apply UG efficiently and exactly, assuming we are given a polynomialtime (in log ]GI) algorithm to compute p.
The second problem is how to make certain that we find larger and larger subgroups of H i at each iteration until we eventually have a generating set for H; . Suppose we have previously found the subset Y H i and now we measure some element z E H;. For the group G = Zz, we ensured in Section 4.2, via Lemma 8, that z is the zero element of G if Y generates H;, and otherwise z E H i \ ( Y ) is not generated by Y . Thus, in the latter case Y U { z } generates a subgroup strictly larger than the one generated by Y itself.
Lemma 8 implies that if we can find a function x defined on G such that x equals 1 on exactly half the elements of H k and x is 0 on the subgroup generated by Y c H i then we can ensure that z is nonzero. We can show that this implication holds not only with the above fraction 112, but for any fraction l/k where k 5 logc IGI for some fixed constant c.
We are currently investigating for which groups of smooth order we can find such a function x since this would solve the second problem. If, in addition, there is an efficient algorithm to compute x then this would imply a QP-algorithm for the group under consideration.
As our final example of generalizing our QP-algorithm for Simon's subgroup problem, consider the discrete logarithm problem defined as follows. For every prime p, let 25: denote the multiplicative cyclic group of the positive integers smaller than p. The discrete logarithm problem is given p, a generator C of Z : , and an element a E Z: , find 0 5 T < p such that c' = a in Z : .
Shor gave in [17] a 2QP-algorithm for this problem. In our language, his solution consists in a reduction to a problem equivalent to a special case of the Abelian subgroup problem, followed by an algorithm for that problem. Let G = Z: -l and define function p : G -+ 7,;: by P((Sl> 9 2 ) ) = cg* ag2 for g = (g1,gz) E G. Let HO 6 G be the cyclic subgroup of order p -1 generated by the element ( r , -1) = ( r , p -2). Then p is constant and distinct on each coset of Ho. The orthogonal subgroup H i has also order p -1 and is generated by (1, T ) . It is now easy to see that the discrete logarithm problem reduces to finding the unique element (g1,g2) E H i for which g1 = 1. We can show that if we are given a quantum algorithm to compute Fp-l exactly then we can find that unique element in worst-case polynomial time (in logp) on a quantum computer. Here Fp-l denotes the quantum Fourier transform for the cyclic Theorem 12 (QP-algorithm for Discrete Logarithms) Let p be a prime and C E Z : be a generatol: Then given a quantum algorithm to compute Fp-l exactly, there exists a QP-algorithm that, for all a E %E, finds 0 5 r < p -1 such that c' = a in Z;. group z p -1 .
Let us end this paper by posing the open problem of finding a QP-algorithm for prime factorization.
